Good to Be Green Behaviour Code

We encourage everyone to follow the Golden Rules and we use our ‘Good To Be Green Code’ to help people improve their behaviour. Behaviour is recorded if you display Stage 2, 3 or 4 behaviours. If you meet the ‘Good To Be Green’ target for the set total of Green Days at the end of the term, then you will have the opportunity to join in with our “Green Event”. We also reward and celebrate daily “Green Behaviour” through our individual achievement card system.

Stage 1 – Verbal Warning (2 Verbal Warnings = Yellow Warning Card)

A verbal warning is given if you need to be asked twice directly to follow an instruction or for not meeting expectations within a lesson.

Name recorded on board for 1st Verbal Warning. Verbal apology must be given.

Stage 2 – Yellow Warning Card (3 Warning Cards = Fixed term Orange & Green Day not awarded)

You will receive a yellow warning card for ignoring a verbal warning, breaking the Golden Rules, showing a lack of respect or consistently not meeting lesson expectations. If you improve your behaviour before the end of the session, your Yellow Warning Card can be changed back to “Green”.

Discussion with teacher. Logged in class Behaviour Log. Verbal apology must be given. Time penalty may be incurred during break/ lunch with own CT. Parents may be informed.

Stage 3 – Fixed Term Orange Card (2 Fixed Term Orange Cards = Red Card)

This card is given for repeating a ‘Yellow Warning Card’ behaviour, continuing to break the Golden Rules, bad language, damaging property or threatening behaviour.

Name in Behaviour Log. Your parents WILL be informed. You may be given timeout. Every Fixed Term Orange Card incurs a 15 minute ‘Restorative’ activity at lunchtime. Every Fixed Term Orange Card also carries a penalty of 5 minutes off Golden Time.

Stage 4 – Red Card (3 Red Cards across a 6 week term = miss ‘Green Event Celebration’)

This will be given for repeated bad language, aggressive behaviour, bullying or an outright refusal to follow an adult’s instruction.

Name in Behaviour Log. Sent to Head Teacher and placed on Head Teacher’s Report Card. Parents called into school.